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Matter of the Joint City Council Meeting. 
 
Background: At the last MPO Board meeting, staff was asked to review the Joint City Council meeting 
held on April 10th to identify alternatives mentioned for possible river crossings not part of the recent river 
crossing analysis.  This report will list what was determined and provide staff comments about the 
alternative.  They are listed in no particular order. 
 
Build Merrifield First: 
The most frequently mention alternative was not a new possible river crossing; instead, it was to specify 
which of the two recommended sites to be build first – Merrifield.  The support expressed for this was to 
build first at the location that everyone agrees to; build the southern most location first so that we can gather 
empirical data about how that bridge will impact traffic patterns; and the location is more “shovel ready”.  
The empirical data was viewed as key, particularly from the travel demand model perspective.  Some public 
hesitation exists to rely on modeled traffic showing the Merrifield corridor does not serve more local traffic.  
With this bridge in place, data can be gathered and have “ground truth” data added into the model instead of 
just “modeled” traffic.  Some view as a testing of the model before undertaking the contested 32nd Ave S 
corridor project development. 
 
Prior to this 2045 MTP, the previous plans all identified this phasing of building future bridges.  The 
Merrifield corridor was the first that was ever agreed to by the respective agencies.  During past plan 
processes, this corridor was continually viewed as not serving as a local traffic relief route.  Because of this, 
the past plans always sought to locate another bridge between the flood protections system.  The Merrifield 
corridor was not controversial and officials did not fully agree to a more northern future bridge location.  Past 
plans did identify 32nd Ave S as the second phased bridge.  This was part of the process to seek agreement on 
a second site.  The phasing had to be such in order for a plan to be adopted.  Many 4-4 votes and actual 
professional meditation at the MPO level had to take place to reach this phasing approach.  The reason for the 
phasing was to get a plan adopted to keep federal funds flowing and to hopefully get a bridge built.  Then see 
how it impacted the traffic with “soft” recognition of the 32nd Ave S corridor.  As this was the plan, more 
work has been done to advance the Merrifield site.  The Feasibility Report was completed that refine the 
recommended corridor alignment and other preliminary design details.  Not much further work was done for 
the 32nd Ave S corridor. 

  

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Update on Joint City Council Meeting 



A major difference this time during the process was the emphasis on locating a bridge to serve local traffic; it 
was driving the river crossing analysis.  This focus was shared by both City Councils and the MPO.  The 
scope of work placed emphasis on this as one of the primary criteria for locating a future bridge.  This 
emphasis on local traffic relief was in part driven by a strong recognition that the Near Southside 
Neighborhood (NSSN) in Grand Forks is adversely impacted by current bridge traffic.  This impact only get 
worse as years pass without another local traffic reliever bridge. 
 
The NSSN had engaged the City about traffic issues which eventually led to the MPO hiring consultants to 
assist in discovering the traffic issues.  Working with the NSSN and City, a study was completed that 
contained recommendations for improved traffic.  One of the recommendations was to locate a bridge south 
of the Point to help relieve local traffic using the NSSN as a through route between East Grand Forks and 
southwest portions of Grand Forks.  Other traffic calming techniques are being piloted in the NSSN yet the 
recommendation making the more desired impact is another southern bridge. 
 
So the dynamics of the process this time around was not just to reach agreement to keep federal funds 
flowing; rather, it was to study possible river crossings that impacted local traffic the most. And then actively 
pursue that bridge corridor.  The robust river crossing analysis allowed the two City Councils and the MPO to 
adopt the 2045 MTP identifying two future river crossing:  32nd Ave S and Merrifield.  Given the different 
purpose each site is to serve – 32nd Ave S for local traffic and Merrifield for regional traffic, the phasing of 
building one bridge first was dropped.  Rather, both bridge locations could be pursued within similar 
timeframes.  Funding is becoming more possible for a bridge serving more of a rural need – the Merrifield – 
does not have to directly compete with funding to pursue a bridge serving more of an urban need – the 32nd 
Ave S. 
 
62nd Ave S Corridor: 
While the river crossing analysis did look into 5 different locations, there is the 62nd Ave S corridor that was 
not included.  This corridor is between the 47th Ave S corridor and the Merrifield corridor.  The flood 
protection on the North Dakota side is over a half mile away from the Red River at this corridor.  The flood 
protection system on the Minnesota side is two mile north.  On the North Dakota side, the land use is rural 
nonfarm residential developments.  On the Minnesota, it is primarily agricultural.  See aerial map below. 
62nd Ave S is labeled as #17 on this aerial photo.  The #17, which implies it is a GF County highway at the 
point is likely an error.  GF County maps do not show this. 
 
On the North Dakota side, 62nd Ave is a rural cross section road with a mixture of road jurisdiction assigned 
to it.  Part of the road, particularly east of Belmont Road is a GF County Highway.  62nd Ave S west of 
Belmont, including the intersection with Belmont, to the intersection of S. Cherry St is now inside GF City 
corporate limits, having recently been annexed. From Cherry Street to S. Washington it is a GF County 
highway.  A mill and overly was recently completed on this portion.  On the Minnesota side, it is a township 
section road, being approximately one mile from Polk county #58. 
 
Since this was not part of the analysis, one planning level analysis would assume the traffic attracted to this 
location would be approximately half the difference between the forecasted traffic for 47th Ave S and 
Merrifield.  This is done since the location is generally equally between these two.  47th Ave is forecasted to 
have about 7,500 adt; whereas the Merrifield is forecasted at roughly 3,500.  Therefore, the 62nd Ave S 
could be assumed to have approximately 5,500 adt.  Just as the difference between 47th Ave S and 
Merrifield, 62nd Ave S is expected to have twice the regional traffic versus the local traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



62nd Ave S Aerial: 

 
  The benefits could also be assumed to be the midpoint difference between 47th  Ave S and 62nd Ave S.  The 
benefits would be more favorable than 47th due to more regional traffic.  This additional regional traffic 
would reduce the overall miles driven and the hours traveled.  However, enough local traffic is assumed to 
be attracted, which would add more miles driven and more hours traveled.  
 
The topography of the corridor would also require the construction of two bridges, similar to Merrifield 
with the possible exception that East Lake would have to be bridged instead of a culvert for Merrifield.  The 
reason for this is the culvert would be supported by a diversion ditch of the Elm Coulee.  The East Lake is 
flooded more so by backing up flooding of the Red River.  The Merrifield Bridge Feasibility Report clearly 
states the difference in how river flooding hydraulics impact these two systems significantly differently.  
This may overly complicate any hydraulic analysis for permitting. 
 
The second bridge over East Lake would be a smaller span.  In the past, bridge concepts were in the ballpark 
of $1.6M in 2012 dollars.  During floods, properties east of East Lake are only accessed by boats.  Therefore, 
attempts have been made to place a bridge so that access during floods is easier.  Efforts have not 
progressed, in part due to complications of roadway jurisdictional issues. 
 
 
 
 
 



62nd Ave S Contours Figure 

 
The cross section of the area is shown inf the figure below.  This cross section is similar to the Elks Drive 
corridor.  So a bridge over the Red River could be assumed to be similar in cost.  Elks is estimated to be $21-
24M.   
 

 
 
Similar to 47th Ave S. road jurisdiction could present challenges.  Annexation, particularly east of Belmont, 
may be a real challenge.  Unless it is negotiated just the right of way is annexed into the City which would 
mean the residences remained under the taxing authority of the township.  On the Minnesota side, just like 
47th Ave S, the township is the current road authority.  It is highly unlikely that the township could be the 
primary sponsor of a bridge.  Polk County prefers to sponsor a bridge at Merrifield.  However, they may be 
interested in 62nd if specific conditions were placed. 
 
Part of the thought behind suggesting the 62nd Ave S corridor is that it could possibly serve the function of the 
two currently recommended bridges.  One challenge to this is that this is also one of the residential growth  
  



areas of Grand Forks in its 2045 Land Use Plan.  With Merrifield intended to serve the regional traffic, with 
truck traffic being an important component, the conflict between this traffic type and the residential land use 
likely dampens this corridor for the purpose. 
 
Given that the benefits are not strengthen, because there is still enough draw of local traffic to off-set the 
decrease of regional traffic miles and hours; the costs most likely include two bridges, making the cost more 
closer to the $30M range; the unlikely ability to serve both bridge needs, resulting from the conflict of truck 
traffic and residential land use; and the complexity of hydraulic analysis – the 62nd Ave S corridor does not 
seem a strong candidate for further analysis. 
 
Multiple ND Side Access Points: 
 Another alternative expressed was to have the access to the North Dakota side have several access point 
rather than one direct access.  All of the river analysis incorporates a continuous corridor from the landing of 
the bridge to the first major north/south street – Belmont Road.  This has the model forecast a large increase 
in traffic on the corridor just east of Belmont.  The thought behind this alternative is to cause traffic to make a 
choice of not being able to travel straight; rather having them make a choice of turning right or left to 
continue into Grand Forks. 
 
This concept can be visualized similar to the current crossing for the Greenway Trail system, specifically for 
the southern trail crossing.  This bridge does not provide a direct east/west connection into Grand Forks.  
Instead, trail users have to travel either north or south to access the City.  The concept could be visioned as 
widening the trail into the width of a street (or building a street alongside the trail) and having vehicular 
traffic also make the same travel choices.  This works well for non-motorized traffic so why not for vehicular 
traffic. 
 
The assumption would be that a street serving this purpose would have to be a minimum of 30 feet in width.  
During construction, additional width, via temporary easements would have to be used.  Unlike the trail, the 
street would not “follow the terrain” as readily; a more flat, or smoother street would have to be installed.  
Given this design concept, it is difficult to reason that public acceptance would be great.  The public made 
several concerns about a straight bridge connection impacting the trail system.  Imagine the concerns that a 
street alongside for a distance would raise. 
 
The concept probably would be allowed by the protection the Greenway enjoys because of the “4f” 
protection property designation.  Unlike the 17th, Elks, and 32nd Ave bridge locations being identified in the 
Greenway Master Plan, this concept would negative disrupt environmentally protected property. 
 
Further, the design of such a street would require likely severe impact of the flood profile of the floodway.  
The contours along the greenway can be viewed to see that there are major constriction points on the North 
Dakota side that would require major fill in order to build a street.  Whereas a trail has a completely different 
design construction, a street would be quite challenging to complete. 
 
Starting with the Elks Drive location, a constriction exists immediately south of the proposed Elks bridge 
location.  While it is fully acknowledge that the bridge over the Red River, under this concept, would not have 
to be any of the studied corridors, these constrictions remain and are more easily reference by the identified 
studied river crossing corridors.  The figure below shows the constriction that the riverbank presents.  The 
bank does take a fairly steep drop from the trail system to the river.  Constructing a street here would be a 
great challenge.  A floodwall was installed here, in part, because of this. 
 
 
 
 
 



Elks Drive Contour Figure 

 
 
From the above figure, one can possibly conceive this concept as being capable of physically constructed 
between , say, 27th Ave and E. Elmwood Drive.  However, the 4f protection applies still and more likely just as 
strong residential opposition to the concept.  More traffic would be expected to take the southern most route 
to get to 32nd Ave S.  That is how the travel demand model even shows for the Elks Drive traffic impact.  
Significant amount of traffic with still head towards 32nd Ave S. 
 
As shown inf the figure below, the contours just south of 32nd Ave S also provide a significant constriction.  So 
as just stated above, there maybe room between 32nd And 27th Ave S to vision this concept.  Yet, the question 
remains whether it can be done and would it significantly change any results.  The Belmont Coulee confluence 
also would present a challenge to overcome with a street constructed over it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
32nd Ave S Contour Figure: 

 
 
When one looks at the contours at the 47th Ave S location, constrictions both immediately north and south of 
47th Ave are present. Just like between 27th Ave S and 32nd Ave S., there may be the ability to construct a 
bridge that could then have access into Grand Forks at any (or all) the cul-de-sacs off of Circle Hills Drive.  Just 
as the 27th-32nd area, the same challenges present themselves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



47th Ave S. Contour Figure. 
 

 
 
Findings and Analysis: 
• The Joint City Councils meeting did generate some possible alternatives to the 5 river crossing 

alternatives analyzed. 
• MPO staff have reviewed the video from the meeting and identified these possible new 

alternatives. 
  



 
• MPO staff have done some review and provided some response to the relationship of the 

alternatives to the constraints/conditions present. 
• The Build Merrifield First alternative was discussed prior to the Joint City Councils meeting 

and was not continued as a future bridge phasing option in the 2045 MTP. 
• The 62nd Ave S alternative likely would not result in a better corridor that 47th Ave S does and 

with the possible inclusion of truck traffic would make it conflicting with existing and planned 
residential land uses. 

• The multiple access alternative has significant constructability issues and little actual likely 
opportunities to function similar to how well the Greenway Trail works for non-motorized 
traffic. 

 
Support Materials: 
• None. 
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